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Where books come to life

Brilliant books for brilliant children

The power of the story

Salariya is an award-winning children’s publisher renowned for its
innovative content, high-quality illustrations and informative writing,
all of which give these books a unique appeal. Many Salariya books
have been major international successes, and have been translated
into numerous languages including Arabic, Chinese, Indonesian,
Russian, Korean, Japanese and all the major European languages.
If you are interested in finding out more about any of our titles,
please contact us at:

Illustration by Diego Vaisberg

Salariya
Book House
25 Marlborough Place
Brighton
BN1 1UB
United Kingdom
Telephone: + 44 (0) 1273 603306
e-mail: lizzie.kelly@salariya.com
website: www.salariya.com
Connect:

@theSalariya

www.facebook.com/theSalariya

www.youtube.com/user/BookHouse100

www.flickr.com/photos/salariyabookhouse
www.pinterest.com/theSalariya
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Illustration by Carolyn Scrace

scribblers

‘Reading age’ in this catalogue refers to the reading level of the text.
‘Interest age’ refers to the appeal of the content of the books and
gives consideration to both unenthusiastic and able readers.
We see books as an invaluable learning and development aid,
especially in the first few years of life, so our books are not
only entertaining and stimulating, but also highly engaging and
interactive. Our books meet European Safety Standards (CE mark)
and all our board books are sturdy and have rounded edges.

paper from sustainable forests

The virgin paper fibre used in the production of our books,
catalogues and office supplies is sourced from sustainable forests.
Sustainable forests are ecologically managed to ensure a healthy
balance between the demands for paper today and the forests’ natural
ecosystem, and to ensure that the needs of our readers and their
children and grandchildren can continue to be met in the future.
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Cover illustration by
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2020 HIGHLIGHTS
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T

hese fun baby books
allow young children to
practise their foundational
literacy, numeracy, colour
recognition and hand-eye
coordination skills. The
charming illustrations and
simple, rhythmic text will
delight children and stimulate
a curiosity about the world
around them.

Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie

SCRIBBLERS BOOK OF…

rights sold
UK • US
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Illustration by Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie
Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie

• Board
• 150 x 150 mm; 14pp
• Interest 0+

WWW.SALARIYA.COM

MAKE, READ AND LEARN
Nick Pierce / Nancy Leschnikof
Nick Pierce / Nancy Leschnikof

Nick Pierce / Nancy Leschnikof

T

hese innovative activity books feature
simple, rhythmic text that children and
parents can read together, coupled with five
press-out models per book that children can
play with. The combination of reading and
model-making allows pre-schoolers to practise
their literacy and motor skills.

• Board
• 240 x 240 mm
• 14pp
• Interest 3+
• Push-out models

RIGHTS SOLD

UK • D

John Townsend / Diego Vaisberg

T

hese colourful lift-the-flap board books
will introduce pre-school children to
different animal species and their behaviour.
Interactive touch and trace elements
encourage their motor skill development.

S
MENT
E
L
E
E
TRAC

John Townsend / Diego Vaisberg

John Townsend / Diego Vaisberg

John Townsend / Diego Vaisberg

CREATURE FEATURES

• Board
• 175 x 175 mm
• 14pp
• Interest 3+
• Flaps
• Touch and trace

rights sold
UK • D

Illustration by Diego Vaisberg
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T

• Board
• 215 x 215 mm;
14pp
• Interest 3+

ac

k

hese innovative activity books feature
simple, rhythmic text about dinosaurs
and farm animals that children and parents
can read together, coupled with five press-out
models per book that children can play with.
The combination of reading and modelmaking allows pre-schoolers to practise their
literacy and motor skills.
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Margot Channing / Liza Lewis

Margot Channing / Liz and Kate Pope
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rights sold
UK • Spain (Catalan)
•D

LEARN WITH ME!
Ilana Exelby

Ilana Exelby

Learn With Me!

Learn With Me!

colours
Ilana Exelby

colours
Ilana Exelby

• Board
• 210 x 210 mm; 32pp
• Flaps
• Interest 0+

Can you count all of these animals?

Lift the flaps to answer the questions

How many cars can you see?

How many blue cars can you see?

How many yellow diggers can you see?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

How many bicycles can you see?

E

arly learners can practise their counting
and reading skills with this vibrant and
rewarding flap books. Readers can have
hours of fun trying the various questions and
lifting the flaps to find out the answers. The
design and interactivity of the books means
that young children won’t even realise they’re
actually learning!

rights sold
UK • D
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BABY'S FIRST BOOK OF...

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

E

rights sold

arly learning picture
books that use simple
text and vibrant, eyecatching illustrations to
introduce young readers to
fundamental concepts such as colours,
shapes, sounds and modes of transport.
The canvas binding and thick printed edges
make for a very tactile reading experience for
young children.

• Board
• 120 x 120 mm; 10pp
• Interest 0+

UK • D

SEE, SEARCH, FIND

Margot Channing

he titles in the See, Search, Find
series contain images of vehicles, safari
animals, and much else, composed of lots of
smaller objects that match the same theme.
Every page features a sidebar containing
items for children to spot and say aloud,
practising their language acquisition skills.
Children will have fun while developing their
ability to follow simple written instructions
and use spoken language.

Margot Channing

T

• Board
• 280 x 215 mm; 16pp
• Interest 3+

rights sold
UK • D
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LOOK AND SAY

T

Margot Channing / Ellie Jenkins

Margot Channing / Christine Battuz

he Scribblers Look and Say series
encourages eagle-eyed young readers
to find creatures and objects hidden inside
enchanting, charmingly-illustrated retellings
of familiar fairy tales. Every page features a
sidebar containing items for children to spot
and say aloud, practising their reading and
speaking skills. A treasure hunt at the back
invites readers to explore the books further.

Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby

Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby

• Board
• 215 x 180 mm; 18pp

rights sold
UK • D

BLACK & WHITE

T

David Stewart

David Stewart

David Stewart

David Stewart

David Stewart

David Stewart

David Stewart

David Stewart

he Black & White series of books features
uniquely arranged high-contrast silhouettes
of familiar shapes and objects, together with the
sounds they make, which can help to calm and
relax your child. Each title features a holographic
foiled shape to catch baby’s eye.

• 150 x 150 mm
• Board
• 14 pages
• Rounded corners for safety
• Padded cover

rights sold
UK • D • China
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FIRST WORDS AND PICTURES

Margot Channing

Margot Channing

T

his is an ideal first series for very young
readers, filled with delightful artwork of
animals and different modes of transport.
From household pets to exotic species and
from cars to rockets, it is designed to help
infants embark on a lifetime of reading.
Introduces basic concepts of literacy, the
alphabet, the natural world and mechanics.

Copyright © MMXVIII The Salariya Book Company Ltd.
Published by
25 Marlborough Place, Brighton, BN1 1UB
A division of Book House,
an imprint of The Salariya Book Company Ltd.
All rights reserved, including the right of
reproduction in whole or in part in any form.
Printed and bound in China.

First Words and Pictures: At Home is designed
to help young children embark on a lifetime of
reading, letting them discover the wonders of the
world and begin to build their vocabulary.

Filled with delightful, full-colour illustrations and
simple labels for each picture, the book introduces
children to basic literacy skills and concepts such
as the natural world and the alphabet.

Filled with delightful, full-colour illustrations and
simple labels for each picture, the book introduces
children to basic literacy skills and concepts such
as the natural world and the alphabet.

£5.99

Early learning

www.salariya.com
ISBN 978-1-912233-15-1
ISBN 978-1-912233-15-1

9 781912 233151

Scribblers, an Imprint of The Salariya Book Company

9 781912 233151

Margot Channing

Illustrations: Bella Fomina, Tia Hicks, Bertram Jepson,
Sarah King, Sofije Skalaric and Shutterstock

First Words and Pictures: Around Town is designed
to help young children embark on a lifetime of
reading, letting them discover the wonders of the
world and begin to build their vocabulary.

Illustrations: Imogen Barlow, Bella Fomina, Tia Hicks,
Matthew Smith, Sofije Skalaric and Shutterstock
Copyright © MMXVIII The Salariya Book Company Ltd.
Published by
25 Marlborough Place, Brighton, BN1 1UB
A division of Book House,
an imprint of The Salariya Book Company Ltd.
All rights reserved, including the right of
reproduction in whole or in part in any form.
Printed and bound in China.

£5.99

Early learning

www.salariya.com
ISBN 978-1-912233-14-4
ISBN 978-1-912233-14-4

9 781912 233144

Scribblers, an Imprint of The Salariya Book Company

9 781912 233144

Margot Channing

• Board
• 250 x 250 mm; 14pp
• Interest 0+

rights sold
UK • US

Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby
Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby

Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby

Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby

LIFT-THE-FLAP

E

arly learners can practise their
counting and reading skills with these
enormously-entertaining lift-the-flaps
books. In Words, the reader guesses the
name of each object presented and then
lifts the flaps to find the correct words. In
Numbers, the reader is asked to count how
many there are of each object, and can
then lift the flaps to reveal the right answer.
The design and interactivity of the books
is such fun that young children won’t even
realise they’re actually learning!
• Board
• 265 x 222 mm; 14pp
• Flaps
• Interest 0+

rights sold
UK • D
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LEARN, PRESS-OUT & PLAY

Carolyn Scrace
Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace
Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

T

hese brilliantly-designed, innovative
activity books combine art and
information to provide hours of fun. Young
children can use the push-out cards and
stickers within to build amazing models,
and also explore the bite-sized chunks of
information. Each book also contains a
landscape spread in the centre where readers
can stick their completed models.

• Paperback
• 282 x 210 mm
• 48 pages
• 8 pages of stickers
• 4 pages of die-cut
card push-out models

rights sold
UK • D • China

WHO'S THAT HIDING?

UK • D

10

• 175 x 165 mm
• Board
• 14 pages
• Die-cut flaps

Illustration by Carolyn Scrace

rights sold

Nick Pierce / Carolyn Scrace

Nick Pierce / Carolyn Scrace

John Townsend / Fermin Solis

John Townsend / Isobel Lundie

T

hese humorous and interactive lift-theflap books tell rhyming stories themed
around Christmas, Halloween and farm life.
Children can lift the flaps to discover new text
and hidden images, as if they are exploring
the worlds in which the stories unfold. The
books are an ideal way for young children to
practise their literacy skills.

WWW.SALARIYA.COM

IDISCOVER

T

he iDiscover series provides a mindblowing guide to the marvels of science
and nature for young readers, covering
subjects as diverse as prehistoric creatures
and the ecosystems of our planet’s oceans.
The easily-digestible nuggets of factual text
and vibrant illustrations offer an accessible
and entertaining introduction to key
scientific concepts.

rights sold
UK • D

UK • D

Carolyn Scrace
Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

• Paperback
• 282 x 210 mm
• 32 pages

ANTS IN YOUR PANTS

T

• 275 x 216 mm
• Paperback
• 24 pages

Liz and Kate Pope

he ants are going on a picnic,
come along and join them. See
how many ants you can count, before
the ants get in your pants! This
beautifully illustrated counting book
featuring split pages is perfect for
young children who are just starting
to learn how to count.
• Full colour
• Split pages

rights sold
UK • D

MAKE YOUR OWN
David Antram

David Antram

David Antram

David Antram

T

he Make Your Own Cards Books are
filled with perforated pages of cards and
envelopes, beautifully illustrated with fun and
festive scenes, ready to be removed, coloured
in, decorated with the fun stickers provided,
and mailed to friends!
• Paperback
• 216 x 228 mm
• 64 pages
• 20 cards and envelopes
• 1 page of stickers

rights sold
UK • D
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ARTY CRAFTY
Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

UK • D • China

Carolyn Franklin

• Paperback
• 268 x 226 mm
• 32 pages

rights sold

Mark Bergin

B

udding younger artists will love
these handy and inspirational
guides to creating easy, quick,
and fun artworks. The clear stepby-step instructions and detailed
illustrations and photographs will
introduce readers to the techniques
needed to start developing their own
artistic abilities.

50 FUN CRAFT PROJECTS

A

Carolyn Franklin & Mark Bergin

n easy-to-use art guide for younger
children filled with dozens of enjoyable
projects that can be created using simple
materials like paper, pebbles, clay and
handprints, including dinosaurs, robots
and rockets. Detailed but straightforward
instructions and colourful illustrations will
guide children through each craft design
and help them to develop their foundational
art skills.

• Paperback
• 268 x 226 mm
• 128 pages

rights sold
UK • D • China

COLOUR BY NUMBERS

Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie

C

hildren will have a scarily good time
completing the colour-by-numbers puzzles in
this book! Each spread features humorous, hairraising text about the monsters and challenges the
reader to spot specific details and creatures.
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• Flexibound
• 200 x 200 mm;
40pp
• Interest 3+
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rights sold
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UK • D • Korea
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BUSY BUDDIES

Ilana Exelby

• Hardback
• 275 x 216 mm
• 32 pages
• Double-sided
covers

Ilana Exelby

C

hildren will have hours of fun with the
all-new Busy Buddies series. Features
richly-illustrated, busy scenes, from bustling
streets to colourful playgrounds. Develop
counting and sorting skills as you answer the
questions around the pages and search for the
many objects hidden in these engaging and
exciting books. With this special double-sided
format, the fun never has to stop!

OKS
TWO BO
IN ONE!

rights sold
UK

LITTLE LEARNERS
L ea rn To
Little
Learners
go to school
Go
TolearnToto wn
F
™

MargotindChanning
Ilana Exelby
out whether you’re a little learner and search every page

9 781912 233311

n imprint of The Salariya Book Company
9 781912 233311

Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby

ISBN 978-1-912233-31-1

Li ttle Le ar n ers

Learn To
Go To School
Written by

™

Illustrated by

Margot Channing

Ilana Exelby

35O

Margot Channing

Ilana
MargotExelby
Channing

ISBN 978-1-912233-31-1

Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby

35O

for the hidden objects to complete the treasure hunt!

ISBN 978-1-912233-30-4

www.salariya.com
ISBN 978-1-912233-30-4

Written by 9 781912 233304

Illustrated by

Margot
Channingg
Exelby
Ilana

Scribblers, an imprint of The Salariya Book Company
9 781912 233304

Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby

F

Ilana Exelby

Ilana Exelby

Margot Channing / Ilana Exelby

rom hopscotch and rainbows to flags and flamingos, you can have
lots of fun creating busy school scenes with over 35O vibrant

stickers
classroom.
Written
by and brilliant things to find in every
Illustrated
by

Little School
Learn
to go to school

Little
LearnSchool
to go to town
school

rch every page
sure hunt!

ww.salariya.com

Little Learners

Little Learners

you can have
35O vibrant
ry street.

L i tt le L e ar n ers

™

o to town

the Little Learners in this fantastic, fun
Join
new sticker book series which introduces

Little Learners

Little Learners

™

children to the first experience of going to
school or down the street. Colourful scenes
can be decorated with 8 pages of cute
stickers. Each page features things to look
for, find, and count, along with questions to
stimulate young minds.
• Paperback
• 275 x 216 mm; 32pp
• Interest 3+
• 8 pages of stickers

Written by

MargotExelby
Channingg

by Ilana
Little
School
Illustrated

rights sold
UK • China • D
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MIXED-UP ROBOTS

T

his spiral-bound flip-book lets children have
hours of fun assembling a variety of outlandish
robots from everyday items like laptops and musical
instruments to make them look the way they want.
The robots can be mixed and matched into thousands
of different combinations, so the possibilities are
enormous – there could be a robot with a typewriter
for a head, another with an accordion for a body or a
third with screwdrivers for legs!
• Spiral bound
• 220 x 180 mm
• 34 pages
• Full colour

rights sold
UK • D

STICKER ACTIVITY MODEL BOOKS

I

Margot Channing / Adam Pryce

Pirate

B
Bcc
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Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc
Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc
Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc Bcc
Bcc Bcc

´

Sticker / Activity

www.scribblersbooks.com

O ve r

00s
1
Sticker

scribblers

PROOF DUMMY COPY
A Division of Bookhouse, an Imprint of The Salariya Book Company

Adam Pryce

Margot Channing / Mariann Maray

Sticker
Activity Book

Margot Channing / Adam Pryce

Dinosaur
The

The Dinosaur Sticker Activity Book

• 282 x 210 mm
• Paperback
• Age 6+
• 48 pages
• Over 150 reusable
stickers
• Full-colour illustrations
• 4 pages of stickers
• 4 pages of die-cut card
push-out models

Margot Channing / Mariann Maray

ntroducing a fantastic series of activity books that
will entertain children for hours! Each book is
packed with exciting scenes to be decorated with
stickers, as well as plenty of games and activities.
With every title containing 4 pages of stickers and 4
pages of push-out card models, this series is bursting
with activities for children to create and discover.

rights sold
UK • Taiwan • China
• Thailand • D
(selected titles)
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SCRIBBLERS FUN ACTIVITY STICKER BOOKS

T

Copyright © MMXIV The Salariya Book Company Ltd.

All rights reserved, including the right of
reproduction in whole or in part in any form.

• 275 x 216 mm
• Paperback
• Age 4+

Margot Channing / Ela Smietanka

Margot Channing / Jean Claude

Margot Channing / Jennie Bradley
Margot Channing / Ela Smietanka

`

0-3
NOT SUITABLE
FOR CHILDREN
UNDER 36 MONTHS

Sticker
Activity Book
ISBN 978-1-910184-09-7

www.scribblersbooks.com
ISBN 978-1-910184-09-7

CHOKING HAZARD

9 781910 184097

UK £4.99
U.S. $5.95
Can. $6.95

A Division of Book House, an Imprint of The Salariya Book Company

9 781910 184097

O ve r

50s
3
Sticker
Written by

Margot Channing

Illustrated by

Liz and Kate Pope

Margot Channing / Tanya Komedina

Printed and bound in Malaysia.

WARNING!

DUE TO SMALL PARTS

scribblers

Published by
25 Marlborough Place, Brighton, BN1 1UB
A division of Book House,
an imprint of The Salariya Book Company Ltd.

• 32 pages
• Average of 350
stickers

Margot Channing / Paul Sharp

Written by Margot Channing
´
Illustrated by Ela Smietanka

`

Margot Channing / Christine Battuz

Answer the ‘I spy’ questions around the
edge of each page and search for the
hidden objects in a treasure hunt!

Sticker Book

Margot Channing

Margot Channing / Liza Lewis

of fun decorating the dramatic pirate scenes.
Add food and furniture to the Captain’s
cabin, fire cannon balls at the enemy in a
stormy sea battle and arrange volcanoes and
sharks on a buried treasure map!

Margot Channing / Liz and Kate Pope

PIRATE STICKER BOOK

With over 35O stickers you can have hours

Farm
Margot Channing / Ela Smietanka

O ve r

50s
3
Sticker

• 8 pages of stickers

`

Margot Channing / Liz and Kate Pope

Illustrated by

Ela ´Smietanka

Margot Channing / Boris Kuzmanovic

Sticker Book

Written by

Margot Channing

Margot Channing / Eva Sassin

9 781910 184097

Pirate

Margot Channing / Fermín Solís

ivision of Book House, an Imprint of The Salariya Book Company

scribblers

UK £4.99
U.S. $5.95
Can. $6.95

Margot Channing / Jean Claude

Margot Channing

Sticker
Activity Book
ISBN 978-1-910184-09-7

www.scribblersbooks.com

O ve r

50s
3
Sticker

Margot Channing / Naomi Hocking

s around the
arch for the
sure hunt!

Margot Channing / Ela Smietanka

`

can have hours
ic pirate scenes.
the captain’s
he enemy in a
e volcanoes and
sure map!

9 781910 184097

/

PIRATE STICKER BOOK

Book

ISBN 978-1-910184-09-7

`

Margot Channing / Jean Claude

`

ate

Margot Channing / Katie Saunders

Margot Channing / Ellie Jenkins

Margot Channing / Amy Husband

he beautifully illustrated Scribblers Fun Activity series has
plenty of exciting and colourful scenes for children to complete
the scenes – with reusable die-cut stickers on 8 pages containing an
average of 300 fantastic stickers. Featuring ‘I spy’ games on every
page, and a treasure hunt activity. Each title focuses on an exciting
topic for children to discover: everything from gigantic machines to a
charming doll’s house.

rights sold
UK • D (selected
titles) • China •
Thailand • Taiwan
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ART WORKS

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace
Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

rt Works are a great way to start
learning how to draw. These books act
as a creative spark, setting off your child’s
imagination so that they can confidently
sketch and scribble a variety of animals and
objects. The simple step-by-step instructions
are written in a repetitive way and can be
used for practising guided reading. Drawing
and scribbling at preschool age builds skills
that make creativity fun!

Carolyn Scrace

A

• 229 x 229 mm
• Paperback
• 32 pages

rights sold
UK • D • China

TRAY OF BOOKS

C

harmingly-illustrated collections
of 9 mini-books about preparing
for bedtime or dealing with emotions,
each containing a simple story
featuring a loveable animal, dinosaur
or robot character.

John Townsend / Carolyn Scrace

John Townsend / Carolyn Scrace

rights sold
UK • D
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Illustrations by Carolyn Scrace

John Townsend / Carolyn Scrace

• Book box
• 300 x 290 mm
• 9 x mini books (80 x 80 mm)
• 12pp each
• Interest 3+

WWW.SALARIYA.COM

IT'S FUN TO DRAW

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin
Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin
Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin
Mark Bergin

t’s Fun to Draw is a great way to start learning
about the concepts involved in drawing, using
colouring techniques in different media. Easy-tofollow step-by-step illustrations will stimulate and
inspire budding young artists.

Mark Bergin

I

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

• 229 x 229 mm
• Hardback
• Paperback
• 32 pages

rights sold
UK • Turkey • US

QUICK START
Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie

• Paperback
• Contents, glossary
• 242 x 216 mm; 32pp and index
• Interest 3+

Carolyn Scrace

hese introductory arts and crafts
manuals are ideal for young
artistic children with a keen interest
in learning the basics of drawing
and craft design. The accessible
style, step-by-step instructions and
fun illustrations will help prepare
them for the challenges of more
advanced art techniques without
feeling intimidating.

Isobel Lundie

T

rights sold
UK • D
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SCRIBBLE MONSTERS

Carolyn Scrace
Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace
Carolyn Scrace

unforgettable characters, in completing a
series of tracing activities that allow young
children to practise their literacy, writing and
shape recognition skills.

Carolyn Scrace

the SCRIBBLE MONSTERS,
Join
a loveable yet mischievous set of

Exploring in space
is so exciting!
• Paperback
• 282 x 219 mm
• 32pp
• Interest 5+

rights sold
UK • D
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John Townsend / James Newman Grey

John Townsend / Diego Vaisberg

BOX OF BOOKS

Y

oung readers can explore a
creepy and comical Halloween
street or magical Christmas landscape
with these ingenious and imaginative
book boxes. Each differently-shaped
book in the tray tells the story of
a unique building, such as the
laboratory of a sinister scientist or
the elves’ workshop. The books can
be placed inside the tray to form
an immersive three-dimensional
landscape, stimulating motor
development in young children.
• Book pack
• 240 x 240 mm
• 4 x mini books
• 12pp each
• Interest 3+

rights sold
Illustration by James Newman Grey

BOOKTACULAR

UK • D

Illustration by Amanda Enright

F

estive-themed book packs
that young readers will
love to unbox and explore.
Each of the three minibooks in each box contain
brightly-coloured, comical
artwork and very simple text
that will mesmerise young
children and stimulate their
early literacy development.
• Book pack
• 242 x 82 mm
• 3 x mini books (80 x 80 mm)
• 12pp each
• Interest 3+
• Fluorescent ink
(Eek! Yikes! Boo!)
• Gold foiling
(Hip! Hip! Hooray! Santa!

rights sold
Illustration by Katherine Selbert

UK • D
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LUNA AND THE MOON RABBIT

W

Camille Witcher

inner of the Stratford-Salariya
Picture Book Prize! Inspired by
Asian folklore, this is the magical tale of a
young girl who befriends the giant rabbit
who lives on the Moon and goes with it on a
bedtime adventure through enchanted forests
and fields. Parents and children alike will be
mesmerised by this simple yet powerful story
and want to read it over and over again.

Judges:
Annie Ashworth
Nick Butterworth
Jodie Hodges

• Hardback
• 265 x 250 mm; 32pp
• Interest 3+

Ashley King
Tamara Macfarlane
Sarah McIntyre
David Salariya

rights sold
UK • Romania •
Russia • D

LOOK, DADDY, LOOK!

W

Manlu Tu

inner of the 2020 Stratford-Salariya
Picture Book Prize, a competition held by
the Stratford-upon-Avon Literary Festival and
Salariya Book Company to find a picture book by
an unpublished author deserving of publication.
When Daddy Hedgehog can’t find his young
daughter, he searches high and low for her in snowy
forests and deep ponds, asking all of the other animals
if they’ve seen her. Little does he know that his
daughter is with Mrs Squirrel, who’s pursuing Daddy
Hedgehog to return his daughter to him!

• Hardback
• 265 x 260 mm
• 32 pages
• Interest 3+

Look, DaDdy, look!

He even asked in the shop,
but the owls just squawked:

‘No...

rights sold
UK • D
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she isn’t here!’

Illustration by Manlu Tu
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EDMUND, THE ELEPHANT WHO FORGOT

• Hardback
• 265 x 260 mm
• 32pp
• Interest 3+

Kate Dalgleish / Isobel Lundie

‘E

lephants always remember. Elephants don’t get
it wrong. Elephants always remember. As long
as they sing this song!’ Edmund is a very forgetful
elephant. When he’s sent to the shops to fetch some
things he soon finds that he can’t remember what he
was meant to buy, and soon his purchases are getting
sillier and sillier. Instead of a frying pan, he collects a
snoring gran! Instead of a prickly pear, he gets some
spotty underwear! Children will laugh along with this
delightful and very funny story from debut author,
Kate Dalgleish.

rights sold
UK

Illustration by Isobel Lundie

BILLY AND THE BALLOONS

‘A

Elizabeth Dale / Patrick Corrigan

nd when everyone saw that only tiny Billy was
holding the balloons, they were really scared
SILLY! ‘Hold Tight, Billy!’ his worried daddy cried.
So Billy held tight and had a magic ride.’
Billy is a young boy who finds himself floating away
through the clouds when he holds a bunch of balloons.
Different characters, human and animal, scramble to
save Billy, but soon find themselves along for the ride.
Will Billy be able to return to Earth and will he be
able to use the balloons to help Santa Claus and his
tired reindeer to deliver their presents on Christmas
Eve? Billy and the Balloons is a festive treat with
serious rereadability that children and adults can
enjoy together.

• Hardback
• 265 x 260 mm
• 32pp
• Interest 3+

rights sold
UK • D

Illustration by Patrick Corrigan
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MISSING RICHMOND

W

Patrick Corrigan

hen Tobias loses his favourite teddy bear,
Richmond, whilst on holiday at the beach, he
soon discovers that a young girl has found him. At
first, Tobias is desperate to get Richmond back, but
when he sees how sad the girl is once he’s retrieved
Richmond, he comes to learn the value of sharing
and comes up with a plan to send Richmond to the
girl. Missing Richmond is a witty and delightful
future classic with a subtle message about the
importance of sharing.

• Hardback
• 265 x 260 mm
• 32pp
• Interest 3+

rights sold
UK • D

THE REMARKABLE PIGEON

W

hen a pigeon visits the aviary, he feels very
inferior to all of the other species of birds
he encounters, with their colourful plumage and
magnificent wingspans. But eventually the pigeon
realises that he has something the other birds don’t –
his freedom!
The Remarkable Pigeon is a thoughtprovoking and stunningly-illustrated picture book that
will enchant children and teach them the importance
of not always comparing oneself to others and
appreciating what one has.

Dorien Brouwers

The pigeon watched the
hummingbirds flying backwards.
‘Gosh, that’s clever,’ it thought,
‘I can only fly forwards.’

rights sold
UK • D • Netherlands
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• Hardback
• 275 x 210 mm; 36pp
• Interest 3+

WWW.SALARIYA.COM

THE JANE HISSEY COLLECTION

A

Jane Hissey

brand new Christmas adventure from
author-illustrator Jane Hissey, creator of
the beloved Old Bear and Friends series
of children’s books. Little Bear embarks on
an adventure to find the perfect star for the
top of the Christmas tree and finds himself
stuck in a mound of snow. Will Little Bear be
rescued? And will the tree gets its star before
Christmas arrives?

• Paperback
• 262 x 214 mm
• 32pp
• Full colour

rights sold
UK • D
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THE JANE HISSEY COLLECTION
Hissey’s timeless, classic, picture‑book series
Jane
has been updated and expanded for a new

Jane Hissey

generation of readers. The much-loved stories
of Little Bear, Rabbit, Bramwell Brown and Jolly
Tall are all available in different formats, along
with brand-new adventures including Happy
Birthday, Old Bear published to celebrate the
character’s 30th anniversary.

• Hardback
• Paperback
• 262 x 214 mm
• 32pp
• Full colour

rights sold
UK • D
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Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

• 262 x 214 mm
• Hardback
• Paperback
• 32 pages
• Full colour

Jane Hissey

• 262 x 214 mm
• Paperback
• 32 pages
• Full colour

• 250 x 200 mm
• Hardback
• Paperback
• 160 pages
• Full colour

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

• 262 x 214 mm
• Hardback
• Paperback
• 36 pages
• Full colour

• Hardback
• 250 x 200 mm
• 160 pages
• Full colour

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

• 265 x 260 mm
• Hardback
• Paperback
• 32 pages
• Full colour

Jane Hissey

• Boxset
• 180 x 146 mm
• 4 books (32 pages each)
• Full colour

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

Jane Hissey

WWW.SALARIYA.COM

• 150 x 140 mm
• Board
• 12 pages
• Full colour

rights sold
UK • Romania •
Estonia • Greece • D
(selected titles)
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MINE!

A

humorous story about a girl who treats
her beloved pet rabbit like a toy, until
she experiences a vivid dream where their
roles are reversed and the girl is now the
pet of her giant bunny! This enlightening
and entertaining tale, told with charming
illustrations, teaches children about the
importance of treating animals with respect.

Yang Dong

`

This year I got a rabbit for my birthday.
I love her so much!

• Hardback
• 265 x 250 mm; 32pp
• Interest 3+

rights sold
UK • Korea • China •
Spain • Italy • D

KNOCK! KNOCK!
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Knock!
K
nock!

Nick Pierce / Elissambura

`

his hilarious picture book lets children
surprise wild animals by opening the door
on each one of them going to the toilet. Each
spread features simple text outlining a piece
of bathroom etiquette carried out by the
creature, meaning that the entertaining story
also doubles as a way of teaching children
how to use the potty.

• Hardback
• 200 x 200 mm;
48pp
• Interest 3+

rights sold
UK • D • China •
Spain • South America
• Slovenia
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STARTERS

Nick Pierce / Liza Lewis

Nick Pierce / Andy Rowland

T

hese delightful information books for
early readers, filled with colourful
illustrations and simple text, will introduce
young children to history and the natural
world. Each spread features activities around
the border, asking the reader to spot specific
objects within the central image. See knights
prepare for battle and servants and nobles
lay on a grand feast for the king in the hall of
the medieval castle. Spot all manner of exotic
animals in the sweltering rainforest. These
books are sure to enthrall young readers and
give them a passion for learning.

Can you find..?

In the Shade

Nick Pierce / Tanja Komadina

Nick Pierce / Jean Claude

Illustration by Steve Wood

• Hardback
• 282 x 219 mm; 32pp
• Interest 0+

uSouth American coati

These ring-tailed animals only live in the
rainforests and jungles of South America.

F

ew plants grow in the dark, damp shade of
the forest floor. Only mosses and ferns can
survive in this endless gloom. But the dark
open spaces make it ideal for hunting. There are
many predators such as jaguars and large snakes.
pWhite-tailed
deer

pJaguar

These big cats have
a patterned coat that
helps to ‘camouflage’
or hide them.

Rainforest

These mammals
have armour-like
leathery scales. They
have bad eyesight,
so they rely on their
nose to find food.

tCapybara

These guinea pig-like rodents can be
over 4 feet (1.3m) long.

12

Can you find...?

pSandals

Soldiers wore
leather sandals—
they might have
to march up to 31
miles a day.

tWoolly
opossum

An opossum’s large eyes and ears help
it to detect approaching predators.
These small animals ‘play possum’, or
pretend to be dead, when in danger.

Roman Soldiers

13

Nick Pierce / Andy Rowland

pArmadillo

Nick Pierce / Fabrizio Di Baldo

oa

Nick Pierce / Beatriz Castro

tre
eb

These big snakes
swallow their
victims whole.

Nick Pierce / Steve Wood

Emerald

These deer have
a reddish-brown
coat in spring and
summer which
turns grey-brown in
autumn and winter.

tFighting soldiers
Can you find the
fighting soldiers?

T

he Roman army was the best in the world.
At first, the army was made up of ordinary
citizens. It was led by officers called tribunes,
and divided into legions, each having about 5,500
men. But, after around 100 BC, the army also
recruited soldiers from other lands.
They joined for the chance
to travel and make money.

pArmor

Soldiers covered
their soldiers, back
and chest with
armor made out of
metal strips.

Roads

Roman roads were
built throughout the
Empire so that the
army could march
quickly to trouble
spots. Most roads
were planned and
built by soldiers.

pLegionary

Legionaries agreed
to serve in the
army for 25 years.
They were paid
regular wages.

Ancient Rome

pCooking pot
pHelmet

How many helmets
can you see in this
picture?

tDigging soldiers
Can you find the
digging soldiers?

8

uTent

How many tents can
you see in this picture?

Roman soldiers
carried a cooking
pot and three days’
food rations with
them. Basic rations
were grain and salt,
which soldiers stewed
over their camp fires
to make porridge.

9

rights sold
UK • D • Turkey •
China
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MYTHS

Fiona Macdonald
Jacqueline Morley

Illustration by Isobel Lundie

Fiona Macdonald
Jacqueline Morley

T

hese spellbinding anthologies feature
some of the most gripping tales from
Greek and Viking mythology. They are
retold in a manner that will engage very
young readers and instil in them a love
for storytelling. In each volume, different
illustrators use their distinctive styles to
reimagine these ancient stories.

Jacqueline Morley

Jacqueline Morley

• Hardback
• 262 x 214 mm
• 96pp
• Full colour

‘It makes a great present to every child and
parent. Personally as a parent for me it is a
real treat to get to read these stories again
with my son and revisit some of their morals
and teachings which I did not fully grasp
when I was at school.’
Monica Costa,
londonmumsmagazine.com
[Greek Myths Vol.1]

rights sold
UK • Thailand • D
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Now wit

h
2
5% extra
m

You Wouldn’t Want to Be…

isery, g

and

A

n immensely entertaining and educational series revealing the
‘warts and all’ truth about life in different historical periods.
Richly illustrated throughout with whimsical and informative
artwork, these books provide an invaluable insight and a wealth
of detailed observations. Extended editions feature a brand-new
timeline, fun facts, a list of ‘top characters’ and a map.

loom

despair

• Hardback
• Paperback
• 240 x 212 mm:
32/40pp
• Interest 6+
• Reading age 8+
• Contents, glossary
and index

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

David Stewart / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Rupert Matthews / David Antram

John Malam / David Antram

John Malam / David Antram

Michael Ford / David Antram

David Stewart / David Antram

David Stewart / David Antram
Jim Pipe / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

ancient world

30

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

John Malam / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

rights sold
UK • Austria •
Denmark • China •
South America • Italy
• US • Turkey • Spain
• Russia • Slovenia
• Norway • Taiwan •
Ukraine

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

John Malam / David Antram

Jim Pipe / David Antram

Jim Pipe / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Kathryn Senior / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

the americas

David Stewart / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

6 million

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Ill in Tudor Times

Andrew Langley / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / Mark Bergin

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

over

Colin Hynson / David Antram

Rupert Matthews / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

WWW.SALARIYA.COM

history

middle ages

ALCS Award
for Educational
Writing 2013

Shortlisted
for the

copies sold

worldwide

16th/17th century

31

32

John Malam / David Antram

Peter Hicks / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

far east

John Malam / David Antram

John Malam / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

Tom Ratliff / Mark Bergin

Jim Pipe / David Antram

worldwide

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

John Malam / David Antram

copies sold

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

John Malam / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

Tom Ratliff / David Antram

Kathryn Senior / Mark Bergin

Tom Ratliff / Mark Bergin

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Peter Cook / David Antram

John Malam / David Antram

Meredith Costain / David Antram

Mark Bergin / David Antram

Peter Cook / David Antram

Jim Pipe / David Antram

history

salariya

18th century

19th century

over

6 million

Alex Woolf / David Antram

David Stewart / David Antram

information!
Ian Graham / David Antram

full of ’orrible nasty
Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

No! They’re

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Simon Smith / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

Rupert Matthews / Mark Bergin

Jen Green / David Antram

John Malam / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

John Malam / Mark Bergin

WWW.SALARIYA.COM

history

20th century

Now, have you read all the
You Wouldn’t Want to Be
books?

They’re not ’orrible!
They’re brilliant, exciting
and full of facts… read them
all…

if you dare!

33

34
Jacqueline Morley / David
Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David
Antram

Mark Bergin / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David
Antram

Jacqueline Morley / Mark Bergin

Jen Green / David Antram

worldwide

David Stewart / David Antram

copies sold
Ian Graham / David Antram

6 million

Peter Cook / David Antram

over

Andrew Langley / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Taj Mahal

Ian Graham / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Jacqueline Morley / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

ALCS Award
for Educational
Writing 2014

Shortlisted
for the
Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

Tom Ratliff / Mark Bergin

Ian Graham / David Antram

history

salariya

science / technology

exploration
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Tough Times

rights sold
UK

Roger Canavan / David Antram

Roger Canavan / David Antram

T

his highly engaging and
educational series shows
history through a child’s
eyes. Each title uses vibrant,
cartoon-like illustrations and
easy-to-read text to explore
the typical life of a child in
each historical period. By
covering familiar subjects
such as school, family, careers
and entertainment, young
readers are able to relate the
lives of historical figures to
their own experiences, which
aids their ability to absorb
historical knowledge.
• Paperback
• 240 x 212mm; 32pp
• Full colour
• Interest 6+
• Reading age 8+

The Explosion Zone
Ian Graham / David Antram

Brian Williams / David Antram
Ian Graham / David Antram

• Hardback
• Paperback
• 240 x 212mm; 32pp
• Full colour
• Interest 6+
• Reading age 8+

Brian Williams / David Antram

A

dynamic series with witty, eye-catching
illustrations and stimulating text that will
appeal to budding young scientists! Major
scientific breakthroughs are clearly explained
within their historical context. An ideal
introduction to the people whose discoveries
shaped the modern world.
• Fact Boxes
• Quiz
• Contents
• Glossary
• Index

rights sold
UK • South America •
Turkey • Bulgaria
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Adventures in the Real World

T

he titles in the Adventures in the Real
World series provide in-depth, fastpaced accounts of famous, world-changing
voyages and expeditions throughout history,
using a mix of easy-to-read text, fact boxes
providing historical context, comic strips
dramatising significant episodes in the
journey and maps of the routes taken to
appeal to reluctant readers.

Roger Canavan / Damian Zain

Voyage of the Mayflower retells the historical
voyage of the eponymous ship and the
pilgrims aboard it from Europe to Plymouth
Rock in North America.

It just seems to be
a steaming pile of
seaweed. I have no
taste for such food.

Illustration by Damian Zain

• Paperback
• 190 x 160 mm; 128pp
• Reading age 9+

The seaweed is but a
blanket to keep the
food beneath it warm.
Mmm, I smell lobster.

rights sold
UK • D
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Live from the Crypt

rights sold
UK

John Townsend / Rory Walker
John Townsend / Rory Walker

John Townsend / Rory Walker

Illustration by Rory Walker

• Paperback
• 221 x 172 mm; 140pp
• Reading age 7+
• Glossary and index

John Townsend / Rory Walker

H

istory as you’ve never heard it before!
Tune in to the undead chat show where
guests like Henry VIII and Tutankhamun and
the people around them discuss the historical
events that made them famous. Comic strips,
Q&A-style text and quirky illustrations make
these history books a hoot!

T

his narrative non-fiction series dramatizes the
childhood experiences of famous historical and
cultural figures such as Mary, Queen of Scots and
Albert Einstein. The child’s perspective approach will
allow young readers to relate their own experiences
to those of people who lived in the past and thereby
stimulate in them a curiosity about history.

rights sold
UK • D

Sandra Lawrence / Damian Zain

Barbara Catchpole / Damian Zain

Fiona Macdonald / Damian Zain

Fiona Macdonald / Damian Zain

Kids in History

• Paperback
• 198 x 129 mm;
• 128pp
• Reading age 7+

Illustration by Damian Zain
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Your Guide to a New Life in...

T

The gods

Bacchus
Bacchus is one of the most
popular gods- the god of wine.
His symbol is a bunch of grapes.

our dining
room!

Juno
Juno is Jupiter’s wife and sister.
She is the goddess of women
and of childbirth. Her special
symbol is a peacock.

Jupiter
Jupiter is the king of the gods
and god of the sky, thunder and
lightning. His special symbols
are an eagle or a thunderbolt.

Pan
Pan is one of the greek gods
which the Romans have
adopted. Half man, half goat,
he is the god of the mountains.

1

1

The Saturnalia festival is held
in December. It began as a
celebration to mark the end
of the planting season.

From the time of Augustus,
the Emporor himslef holds the
position of Chief Priest.

64

Ancient
David Stewart / Isobel Lundie

ROME
David Stewart Isobel Lundie

• Paperback
• 282 x 219 mm; 80pp
• Interest 9+
• Glossary and index

Minerva
Minerva is the goddess of
wisdom, war and crafts. She is
shown with a helmet and spear.

Mars
Mars is the god of war. He
wears the armour and weapons
of a soldier. The month of
March is named after him.

rights sold

3

2

Slaves have freedom during the
festival. The slaves are waited
on at dinner by their masters,
just for a welcome change.

People give each other gifts.
A mock king is crowned.
His job is to preside over the
festival.

UK

Illustration by Isobel Lundie
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Chronicles

Titles included in
Omnibus editions:
• Viking • Mummy
• Knight • Greek
• Castle • Roman

C

Nick Pierce / Mark Bergin

Nick Pierce / Mark Bergin

Omnibus editon

Omnibus editon

hronicles give a fascinating insight into some of the fiercest
times in history. Inserts, booklets, gatefold spreads and full-colour
illustrations bring these fighters and defenders to life.

Jacqueline Morley / Mark Bergin

a

The Saturnalia festival

3

2

In times of national crisis,
goverment officals consult the
prophecies of a priestess called
the Sibyl..

Guide to

NEW LIFE in

our dining
room!

Figures in religion

The vestal virgins look after
the sacred fire in the temple
of Vesta. It must never be
allowed to go out.

your

David Stewart / Isobel Lundie

hese fact-packed information books take
the form of guides for time-travellers
to surviving in ancient Rome and Egypt,
covering these civilisations’ cuisine, rulers,
superstitions, buildings, social structures,
entertainment and much else besides!
Each spread covers a different aspect of
the historical period and has multiple entry
points, using bite-sized paragraphs of text,
quirky illustrations, speech bubbles and side
panels to bring history to life.

38

David Stewart

Derek Farmer

Fiona Macdonald

Fiona Macdonald

• 356 x 259 mm
(Omnibus edition)
• 96pp (Omnibus
edition)
• 272 x 198 mm
(individual titles)
• 40pp (individual titles)

rights sold
UK • South America •
D

rights sold

Jacqueline Morley / John James

Jacqueline Morley / John James

Fiona Macdonald / Mark Bergin

Fiona Macdonald / Gerald Wood

Fiona Macdonald / John James

Jacqueline Morley / Nicholas Hewetson

Scott Steedman / Mark Bergin

UK • South America
• China • Russia •
D (selected titles) •
Czech republic
(selected titles)

Fiona Macdonald / Mark Bergin

Richard Humble / Mark Bergin

John Malam / Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Richard Humble / Mark Bergin

Fiona Macdonald / Gerald Wood

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram / John James

Fiona Macdonald / Mark Bergin

T
ake a tour through each
historical site to understand its
relevance to the people who built it
and the lives that they led. Stunning
visual pinpoints highlight important
details in the illustrations and help
to lead the reader through the
engrossing and informative text.

Fiona Macdonald / Mark Bergin

Jacqueline Morley Mark Peppé

Fiona Macdonald / John James

Jacqueline Morley / Mark Bergin / John James

Stephen Johnson / Mark Bergin
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history

Spectacular Visual Guides
• Flexibound
• 282 x 219 mm; 48pp
• Interest 6+
• Reading age 9+
• Superb full-colour
artwork
• Cut away images
• Informative text
packed with facts
• Contents, glossary
and index
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A Very Peculiar History

A

Very Peculiar History is a series
designed to look and feel like fine
editions from a much-loved library of
forgotten books. A curiositorium of
quirky, odd and interesting information
from our peculiar past.

The Tudors

Fiona Macdonald

David Arscott

David Arscott

David Arscott

John Malam

Fiona Macdonald

David Arscott

Fiona Macdonald
Fiona Macdonald

David Arscott

Fiona Macdonald

David Arscott

Also available:
Brighton, Dundee,
Edinburgh,
England,
Great Britons,
Great Scots,
Ireland, London,
Oxford, Scotland,
Scottish Clans,
Scottish Tartan,
The 60s and
Wales

David Arscott

David Arscott

• Brighton, Dundee, Castles,
Victorian Servants, Tudors,
London, Shakespeare,
Make Do and Mend,
Edinburgh, Oxford, Churchill
and Titanic contain
full-colour gatefolds.

• Black-and-white line
illustrations with fullcolour endpapers
• 152 x 101 mm;
192pp
• Reading age 8–80
• Gold foiling

rights sold
UK • Turkey •
D (selected titles)
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Fiona Macdonald

Jacqueline Morley

David Arscott

Rob Beattie

Jim Pipe

Antony Mason

Ian Graham

Jim Pipe

Jim Pipe

Fiona Macdonald

Fiona Macdonald

Jim Pipe

David Arscott

David Arscott

Jim Pipe

Jacqueline Morley

Jim Pipe

Jacqueline Morley

David Arscott

David Arscott

David Arscott

Fiona Macdonald

Fiona Macdonald

Jacqueline Morley

Fiona Macdonald
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You Wouldn’t Want to Live Without...

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram
Ian Graham / Mark Bergin

Alex Woolf / David Antram

Robots

Jim Pipe / Mark Bergin
Anne Rooney / Mark Bergin

Anne Rooney / Mark Bergin

Fiona Macdonald / Mark Bergin
Jim Pipe / David Antram

Alex Woolf / David Antram
Ian Graham / Mark Bergin
Ian Graham / David Antram

Alex Woolf / David Antram

W

hat would your life be like
if you had to do without all
the modern inventions and natural
phenomena you take for granted?
How would you cope without a
toilet? Could you get by without
electricity? Starting from these
tricky questions, each title in this
new series takes us on a historical
journey. We learn how people really
did cope in the past, and how they
developed ingenious ways to make
life safer.

• Hardback
• Paperback
• 240 x 212 mm; 40pp
• Interest 6+
• Reading age 8+
• Contents, glossary
and index

rights sold
UK • US • Vietnam
• Turkey • China •
Russia • Romania •
India • Italy • Slovenia
• Norway • Taiwan •
Ukraine • Poland •
Iran • South Africa
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Anne Rooney / David Antram

Anne Rooney / David Antram

Roger Canavan / Mark Bergin

Alex Woolf / Mark Bergin

Alex Woolf / David Antram

Anne Rooney / David Antram

Roger Canavan / David Antram

Jim Pipe / Rory Walker

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Ian Graham / Rory Walker

Roger Canavan / Mark Bergin

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Ian Graham / David Antram

Alex Woolf / David Antram

Roger Canavan / Mark Bergin

Anne Rooney / Mark Bergin

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Ian Graham / Mark Bergin

Alex Woolf / David Antram

Anne Rooney / Mark Bergin

Alex Woolf / Mark Bergin

Alex Woolf / David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Jim Pipe / Mark Bergin

Ian Graham / Mark Bergin
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T

John Townsend

John Townsend

Life-Sized…

his eye-opening series of
guides feature to-scale
representations of amazing
insects and the prints and
poo left by animals and birds
from across the globe, as
well as salient facts about
the different creatures and
graphics showing the species’
size relative to humans. The
guide will help young readers
to identify different species
of animal, opening their eyes
to the wonders of nature
and encouraging them to
explore and appreciate their
local wildlife.

John Townsend

• Hardback
• 305 x 245 mm
• 48 pages
• Full colour

rights sold
UK • Korea • China •
Czech Republic • Italy
• D • Slovakia • France
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Top 10 Worst

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram
Fiona Macdonald / David Antram
Victoria England / David Antram
Fiona Macdonald/ David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram
Fiona Macdonald / David Antram
Victoria England / David Antram
Jim Pipe/ David Antram

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram
Carolyn Franklin / David Antram

Best Brand/Series
Identity

Victoria England / David Antram

Shortlisted for
British Book
Design and Production

Killer Animals

• Hardback
• Paperback
• 272 x 198 mm; 32pp
• Interest 7+
• Reading age 8+
• Humorous artwork
• Fact lists
• Contents, glossary
and index

David Stewart / David Antram

T

he Top 10 Worst series counts
down the ghastliest ghouls, the
most petrifying pirates, the angriest
animals, the deadliest disasters and
much, much more! Through funny
illustrations and a whole load of
terrifying text we teach you how to
survive everything from the worst
volcanic eruption to the world’s
deadliest animals.

rights sold
UK • China • US •
Turkey • Korea

Illustration by David Antram
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The Big Scream

W

hat are the most world-famous monsters? What are the
deadliest dinosaurs? This quirky, kooky and ever-soslightly creepy compendium will reveal all about 100 popular
mysteries and extraordinary phenomena. It is packed with
vibrant, cartoon-style illustrations and clear, concise text
designed to engage reluctant readers about everything from
giant squid to the Abominable Snowman!

• Paperback
• 272 x 198 mm; 224pp
• Interest 7+
• Reading age 8+
• Humorous artwork
• Fact lists
• Contents, glossary and index

rights sold
UK • China • D •
Turkey • Korea

Extreme Comparisons

F

• Flexibound
• 280 x 230 mm;
64pp
• Interest 7+
• Reading age 9+

Ian Graham / Mark Bergin

rom insects to elephants, bicycles
to rockets, the extremes of weather,
the natural world and space, Extreme
Comparisons shows how they compare to
each other in a variety of ways. Fascinating,
up-to-date information details every subject
clearly, and each spread features an object
from the previous one, so some extreme and
unlikely comparisons can be made.

rights sold
UK • D • Turkey •
Russia • China • Korea
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Travel the World Atlas

C

hildren can expand their geographical knowledge
and stimulate their curiosity with this delightful
map book, which will allow them to travel the
continents and countries of the world. Filled with
fascinating, bite-sized facts about the landscape and the
culture of each geographical region.
• Reading age 8+
• Contents, glossary
and index

Shirley Willis

• Paperback
• 325 x 240 mm;
64pp
• Interest 7+

rights sold
UK • D • Italy

Zap

Louise & Richard Spilsbury

Louise & Richard Spilsbury

Louise & Richard Spilsbury

Louise & Richard Spilsbury

P

acked with clear information and colourful
photographs to help children become familiar with
a wide range of scientific subjects across the fields of
biology, physics, chemistry and geology. Learn about
the amazing abilities of animal species and find out
how to become a science superhero. How can some
species make themselves invisible? What is an elephant
made from? How can a person survive a car crash? All
these questions and many more are answered inside!
• Paperback
• 280 x 215 mm; 32pp
• Interest 7+

Science Superheroes

rights sold
UK • D
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Christmas Compendium

G

et into the Christmas spirit with this
beautifully‑presented and highly readable
Christmas compendium.
The eclectic breadth and snappy pace of this
luxury gift book means that it can be read cover
to cover or dipped into at random, and there’s
something for everyone in its contents, which covers
lists of the most beloved Christmas movies and
bestselling Christmas songs, information on the
history of Christmas traditions from around the
world, illustrated retellings of classic Christmas
stories, including Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol,
hilarious cracker jokes, and recipes for favourite
festive treats like mince pies. A perfect stocking filler!
• Hardback
• 280 x 215 mm; 128pp
• Reading age 8+

rights sold
UK • D

Pickling with Words

S

John Townsend / Stef Murphy

trap yourself in for a breakneck, rib-tickling trip
through the whole of British history in Pickling
with Words, a poem that gives a humorous and
informative account of Britain’s development, from
Stonehenge to Brexit, introducing young readers to
the wars, rulers, cultural shifts and gruesome events
that have shaped the country. Filled with ingenious
rhymes and charming, vibrant illustrations, children
will be enthralled and want to read it over and
over again.

• Hardback
• 165 x 120 mm;
104pp
• Reading age 7+
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rights sold
UK
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Truly Foul & Cheesy

T

John Townsend / David Antram

O

FREE

AND D

John Townsend / David Antram

NE
BUYN’TOGET ONE

John Townsend / David Antram

John Townsend / David Antram

John Townsend / David Antram
John Townsend / David Antram

John Townsend / David Antram

0.)

John Townsend / David Antram

BEST
SELLER
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(£00 NCE
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John Townsend / David Antram

L

INTERNATIONA

UK • Australia • China
• Turkey

John Townsend / David Antram

NOT AN

MAY
CONTAI
NUTS! N

rights sold

John Townsend / David Antram

John Townsend / David Antram

John Townsend / David Antram

Also available: The
Mayflower, Bayeux
Tapestry, Scotland
and Geography

John Townsend / David Antram

John Townsend / David Antram

John Townsend / David Antram

John Townsend / David Antram

‘Plenty of laughs on every
page... A series which
children are going to love.’
parentsintouch.co.uk

• Paperback
• 198 x 129 mm;
128pp
• Reading age 7+

John Townsend / David Antram

hese hilarious, fact-packed joke
books will have young readers
laughing as they’re learning. They
feature bite-sized facts and dozens
of gut-busting gags that children
can share with their friends, themed
around the gross and gruesome
aspects of the animal kingdom,
science, history and the human
body. Hold onto your sides and
dive in!
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Rachel Carson

Anne Rooney / Isobel Lundie

• Paperback
• 240 x 212mm;
32pp
• Interest 7+
• Full colour
• Timelines / maps

rights sold
UK • US • China

50

Illustration by Isobel Lundie

T

he titles in the new Women in
Science series take a highly visual
approach to telling the stories of important
women scientists. Each title features bitesized text telling the story of a scientist’s
life, groundbreaking work, and legacy in
an engaging and accessible way, illustrated
with original artwork and photographs.

Alex Woolf / Isobel Lundie

Nick Pierce / Isobel Lundie

Ruby Cardona / Isobel Lundie

Women in Science

WWW.SALARIYA.COM
science and nature

Illustration by Diego Vaisberg

David Stewart / Diego Vaisberg

David Stewart / Diego Vaisberg

Books with X-Ray Vision

B

ooks with X-Ray Vision is an
ingenious and innovative new series
where children can hold some of the pages
up to the light to see the insides of dinosaurs
and powerful, flesh-munching sharks.
Alongside these dazzling optical effects, the
books also provide fascinating introductions,
in bite-sized chunks of text, to the behaviour,
diet and physical characteristics of dinosaurs
and sharks.

• Paperback
• 280 x 215 mm; 48pp
• Interest 7+
• Glossary and index

rights sold
UK

Look and Learn

Alex Woolf,

Alex Woolf,

Roger Canavan

Roger Canavan

T

his innovative new science title uses
magnified and cutaway illustrations,
diagrams and clear, bite-sized text to take a
layer by layer look at the infrastructure of a
modern city. Each spread looks at a different
aspect of the environment, from architecture
and the energy grid to transportation and
healthcare. It is an eye-opening guide to
how a city functions that will introduce
young readers to many aspects of the STEM
curriculum.
• Paperback
• 280 x 215 mm;
32pp
• Contents,
glossary and
index

rights sold
UK • China
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Fiona Macdonald
Alex Woolf

Alex Woolf / Bryan Beach

Steve Parker / Bryan Beach / Caroline Romanet

Alex Woolf / Paco Sordo

Ian Graham / Caroline Romanet

Alex Woolf / Andy Rowland

Alex Woolf

Alex Woolf / Andy Rowland

UK • US • China •
Sweden • Turkey •
Spain • Slovenia •
Vietnam • Romania

Fiona Macdonald / Bryan Beach

rights sold

Illustration by Paco Sordo

Killer Dinosaurs

Ian Graham / Paco Sordo

Illustration by Andy Rowland

• Hardback
• 240 x 212 mm; 32pp
• Interest 7+
• Contents, glossary and index

Ian Graham

T

hese information books cover the
extraordinary, extinct world of dinosaurs
and the inner workings of the human body,
combining easy-to-read text with a focus on
the gross and gruesome aspects of each topic.
From terrifying tyrannosaurs to snot and
scabs, these titles are eye-opening and exciting
in equal measure. Spreads have multiple entry
points, including an introductory paragraph,
illustrations, speech bubbles and side panels.

WWW.SALARIYA.COM

David Stewart
David Stewart

David Stewart

David Stewart
David Stewart

David Stewart

David Stewart
David Stewart

science and nature

Beastly Science

John Townsend / David Antram

John Townsend / David Antram

• Paperback
• 240 x 212 mm;
32pp
• Interest 7+
• Glossary and index

T

his mind-blowing science series explores
the secret powers of different animal
species and how today’s scientists are using
the process of ‘biomimicry’ to apply these
animal abilities to the human world and
revolutionize our lives. Fact-packed, bite-sized
text and quirky, cartoon-style illustrations
explore the scientific innovations inspired
by everything from chameleon skin to
bat echolocation.

rights sold
UK • China
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Roger Canavan / Annaliese Stoney

Alex Woolf / Annaliese Stoney

Ian Graham / Annaliese Stoney

Ian Graham / Annaliese Stoney

Eureka Moment

T

his narrative non-fiction series tells the
stories of great moments in science
as if through the eyes of the scientists and
inventors themselves. The stories are told like
an adventure, with all the dramas, missteps,
and struggles along the way, ultimately
leading to the ‘Eureka’ moment of triumph.
The books use all the tropes of fiction –
dialogue, action, suspense – to tell true-life
tales of human discovery and achievement.

T H E

E U R E K A

M O M E N T !

I s a a c

N e w t o n

What if my mother
gets trapped by
the fire?

I need more
water! much more
water!

She might
die!

I’d be in so
much trouble!
I can’t let
that happen!

phew! the fire’s
out.

• Paperback
• 198 x 129 mm;
128pp
• Reading age 7+
• Timeline
• Glossary and index
Forthcoming:
Edison and the light bulb
Bell and the telephone
Einstein and relativity
Fleming and penicillin

16

T H E

E U R E K A

17

M O M E N T !

ANNE ISABELLA
MILBANKE
Ada's mother was an intelligent, strongminded and religious woman. She was

A D A

Isaac Newton

?

L O V E L A C E

She was something of a mathematician and
scientist at heart. At the time, England and much
of Europe were going through what we now
call the Scientific Revolution. Scientists were
exchanging ideas on many subjects and making
discoveries. And those new ideas were helping

born Anne Isabella Milbanke in 1792.

people to invent new things, like trains, and to

Annabella, as her family called her, had

harness powerful forces, like electricity.

a good education. Although at the time
women could not attend university, her

My mother was fascinated by all these

parents hired a Cambridge professor

advances and spent many hours reading about the

to teach her the same subjects that

latest scientific developments. For her, this sort of

Cambridge men studied. This studious,

knowledge was real and practical — not like the

serious young woman seemed like an
odd choice for the fiery Lord Byron to
marry. Although Annabella hoped to
'cure' the poet of his strange behaviour,

artistic direction that my father’s life had taken.
She was terribly afraid that I might develop some
of the qualities that she had hated and feared in

she eventually gave up and the couple

my father: wild behaviour, extreme imagination

divorced in 1816. She later became a

and a desire to live for the moment.

institution of slavery.

20

21

rights sold
UK • China • Spain • D
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Illustration by Annaliese Stoney

Ada Lovelace

leading figure in the fight against the
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Wise Up

John Cooper

Peter Lafferty

Kathryn Senior

rights sold
UK • D • China •
Turkey

• 282 x 219 mm
• 32 pages
• Full colour

• Index
• Glossary
Bugs

Mark Bergin

John Cooper

Kathryn Senior

T

he Wise Up series will
entertain and amaze children
as they learn about everything
from creepy-crawlies to the secret
inner workings of the human body.
Packed with amazing illustrations
and educational text, these books
will take you on an adventure.

Amaze

rights sold

• Hardback
• Paperback
• 272 x 198 mm; 32pp
• Interest 5+
• Reading age 7+

David Stewart / Carolyn Franklin
Tanya Kant / Carolyn Franklin

David Stewart / Carolyn Franklin

Tanya Kant / Carolyn Franklin
David Stewart / Carolyn Franklin

Tanya Kant / Carolyn Franklin

Tanya Kant / Mark Bergin
Carolyn Franklin

T

he natural world is full
of amazing events, from
the incredible migration
of the monarch butterfly
to the everyday wonder of
a hatching chicken’s egg.
Amaze is an innovative
series that explores these
wonders using unique tornpaper illustrations, and some
titles feature simple science
experiments for you to carry
out yourself.

• Special X-ray pages
• Unique torn-paper
illustrations
• Clear and simple text
• Glossary and index

UK • US • Turkey •
China • Vietnam
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Shirley Willis
Shirley Willis
Shirley Willis

Shirley Willis
Shirley Willis
Shirley Willis

• Questions
and answers
• Contents
• Glossary
• Index

Shirley Willis

Shirley Willis

• 200 x 200 mm; 32pp
• Full colour
• Interest 5+
• Reading age 7+
• Experiments

Shirley Willis

T

hese delightful, inspiring books
feature the Whiz Kids – a
group of children and their dog –
who introduce a range of simple
scientific facts and experiments in a
clear and accessible manner.

Shirley Willis

Whiz Kids

rights sold

• 229 x 229 mm; 128pp
UK • China • Turkey •
(Bind-up versions with
US • India • Slovenia
additional content)

The Human Body Book: An Owner’s Guide

W

• Hardback
• Paperback
• 275 x 210 mm; 36 pp

rights sold
UK • D • China
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• Interest 8+
• Reading age 9+
• Optional acetate pages

Jen Green

here does your food go? What are
eyelashes for? Where is the smallest
bone in your body? All these questions and
many more are answered in The Body Book.
This is a bright and colourful introduction to
the human body featuring simple text, lively
illustrations and fascinating facts that make
learning about the human body fun.

WWW.SALARIYA.COM
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L

earning To Draw & Drawing To
Learn is an innovative new art and
history series combining fun drawing projects
themed around ancient civilisations with
gripping, fascinating information about
these vanished cultures. Readers of all ages
can follow the step-by-step instructions and
detailed, stunning illustrations to practise
their foundational art skills and learn about
the history of the world.

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Learning to Draw & Drawing to Learn

• Paperback
• 282 x 219 mm;
64pp
• Interest 7+
• Reading age 9+

rights sold
UK • D

Big Ideas

G

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

et inspiration and
creative know-how for
drawing stunning pictures
with this new art guide. Each
drawing project features
step-by-step instructions from
sketch to final artwork, plus
highly-detailed illustrations
and side panels offering top
tips on fundamental artistic
techniques.

• Paperback
• 280 x 215 mm; 64pp
• Interest 7+
• Reading age 9+

rights sold
UK • D
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How to Draw

B

• Paperback
• 282 x 219 mm; 32pp
• Interest 9+
• Reading age 10+
• Step-by-step instructions
• Helpful suggestions for
materials to use
• Builds confidence
• Additional information about
each drawing subject gives
extra insight

ecome an accomplished artist with this easy and
fun How to Draw series. Build up drawing
skills and learn techniques with projects that range
from easy to expert and teach a wide variety of skills.
Step‑by-step instructions show the whole process from
the preliminary stages to the finished work of art.

Also available: England,
Ireland, Scotland, Wales
and London.

TM

T O

D R A W

ILLUSTRATED

...to

the finished artwor

Mark Bergin

ISBN 978-1-912006-30-4

9 781912 006304
Book House, an imprint of The Salariya Book Company
9 781912 006304

BOOK HOUSE

Mark Bergin

ISBN 978-1-912006-30-4

MARK BERGIN

www.salariya.com

TM

D R A W

ILLUSTRATED

MAPS
rights sold

A N Y T H I N G

£6.99 Art Techniques/Drawing

ook
An Art School in a B

T O

k

A N Y T H I N G

The HOW TO DRAW series now
features over 5O titles, including:

Mark Bergin

ll

Fo

emember, if you can
see it, or think it ,
You can draw it!

D R A W

...

C A N

D R A W

basic shape
s

s...

...from

ti

Y O U

uc

ILLUSTRATED MAPS

p-by-step instr

on

R

ste

C A N

through all the stages to the
finished artwork.

ow

Y O U

Y MAPS

ou too will be able to
create Illustrated Maps as
Mark Bergin guides you

H O W

HOW TO DRAW

H O W
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Carolyn Scrace

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

See Mark Bergin’s How to Draw video
tutorials on our Youtube channel:
www.youtube.com/user/BookHouse100

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin k
An Art School in a Boo

UK • Czech Republic
• South America •
France • India • US
(selected titles) •
Russia • China • Wales
• Mexico • Spain •
Poland • Turkey

David Antram

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

David Antram

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

David Antram

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

David Antram

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

David Antram

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin
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60
Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

David Antram

Mark Bergin

David Antram

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

David Antram

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Carolyn Scrace

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

David Antram

Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

David Antram

Mark Bergin
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How to Draw
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Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace
Mark Bergin

Mark Bergin

Carolyn Scrace

Drawing

T

hese are step-by-step introductions
for beginners to the arts of
landscape, figure and fashion drawing.
Each title is a guide to the entire process,
from getting to grips with the anatomy
of the human body or representing
different types of landscape, and learning
about the materials and concepts such as
shading, perspective and composition, to
experimenting with different techniques
to accomplish a range of effects.
• Paperback
• 280 x 215 mm;
64pp
• Interest 7+
• Reading age 9+

rights sold
UK • D
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T

Max Marlborough

Max Marlborough

Max Marlborough

Max Marlborough

Art of Drawing Manga

he Art of Drawing Manga introduces the
distinctive style of Japanese manga art with stepby-step drawing guides using fundamental drawing
techniques. The books help readers to take their
basic skills to a new level, as well as suggesting tips
to develop drawings into imaginative artworks of a
highly polished standard.

• Paperback
• 225 x 175 mm; 64pp
• Interest 7+
• Reading age 9+

rights sold
UK • D • Spain

Draw 1001

T

Mark Bergin

• Paperback
• 280 x 215 mm; 128pp
• Interest 8+

Mark Bergin

hese fantastic art sample books will be a
hugely helpful resource for any amateur
artist. Each title is filled with 1,001 images of
different animal species and planes that can
be used as inspiration in your own artwork,
as well as brief explanatory introductions to
each creature or type of aircraft.

rights sold
UK • D
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Draw Kawaii

Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie

K

awaii is a Japanese word meaning
‘cute’ and a Japanese art style involving
creating characters that are cute and
charming. Draw Kawaii: is a new series
that will introduce budding artists to the
basic techniques required to produce original
kawaii pictures. The multiple fun projects,
outlined with step-by-step instructions and
adorable illustrations, will give readers aged 8
to 80 the confidence and skills to create their
own kawaii pictures.

Isobel Lundie

Isobel Lundie

• Paperback
• 225 x 175 mm; 64pp
• Interest 8+
• Reading age 9+

rights sold
UK • Sweden • D

Illustration by Isobel Lundie

Learn how to deconstruct complicated patterns.

Packed with inspiring ideas and designs that show
how easily patterned artwork can be created.

rights sold
UK • D

Carolyn Scrace
Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

Carolyn Scrace

9 781912 006588

www.salariya.com
ISBN 978-1-912006-57-1

9 781912 006571

Book House, an imprint of The Salariya Book Company

9 781912 006571

BOOK HOUSE

Book House, an imprint of The Salariya Book Company

BOOK HOUSE

9 781912 006588

£5.99 ArtISBN
Techniques/Drawing
978-1-912006-57-1

CAROLYN SCRACE

ISBN 978-1-912006-58-8

Caro
lyn S c r a c e

By best-selling author
and artist Carolyn Scrace.
CAROLYN SCRACE

www.salariya.com

cr

S
Learn how to use geometric shapes to create
incredible visual trickery!

Packed with inspirational ideas and designs that show
how easily amazing 3D effects can be achieved.

By best-selling author
and artist Carolyn Scrace.

£5.99 ArtISBN
Techniques/Drawing
978-1-912006-58-8

n

Step-by-step guides lead you through from rough
roly
sketch to finished artwork.
Ca a c e

Carolyn Scrace

Step-by-step guides lead you from sketch through to
finished artwork.

Start Art: Create Optical Illusions releases
creativity and develops drawing skills.
Discover the thrill of using simple patterns to build up
a stunning optical illusion.

Carolyn Scrace

Start Art: Simple Pattern Building releases
creativity and develops drawing skills.

Discover the thrill of using simple shapes and lines
to build up complex patterns.

CREATE OPTICAL ILLUSIONS

he Start Art series is a fabulous way
of building drawing skills using simple
pattern-building techniques. Explore how you
can use different drawing materials in lots of
creative ways in order to produce amazing
drawings. Packed with exciting ideas aimed
to boost creative confidence and inspire the
budding artist.

SIMPLE PATTERN BUILDING

T

START ART

START ART

Start Art

• Paperback
• Interest: 8–80
• 282 x 212 mm; • Step-by-step
32pp
instructions
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The Anti-Boredom Puzzle Activity Books

T

rights sold
UK • D

Various

Various

Various

• Paperback
• 250 x 200 mm; 128pp
• Interest 7+
• Reading 8+

Various

hese hugely entertaining, irreverent
and informative activity books will
provide hours of fun. They’re the perfect
anti-boredom antidote for long journeys!
Each title contains puzzles themed around
the subject, along with bite-sized facts
and hilarious jokes, as well as quirky and
humorous black and white illustrations.

Make Your Own

Peter Eldin / Pere Devesa

Peter Eldin / Alfredo Belli

Nick Pierce / Alan Brown

Mark Bergin

E

ach title in this series features colourful
pages packed full of fun activities, pressout designs, fabulous stickers and ideas to
inspire children of all ages. Whether you
want to create festive Christmas decorations
or impress your friends with stunning
science experiments and mindblowing magic
tricks, these books will provide hours of
entertainment

rights sold
UK • D • India
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Nick Pierce / Laura Catalán

• Paperback
• 282 x 210 mm; 48pp
• Interest 7+
• Reading age 8+
• 4 sticker pages
• 4 push-out card pages
• Stickers

WWW.SALARIYA.COM
arts and crafts

Fiona Macdonald / David Antram

Jen Green / David Antram

Jen Green / David Antram

David Antram

David Antram

Incredible Activity Books
• Paperback
• 275 x 210 mm;
96pp
• Interest 6+
• Reading 8+

M

ake your own music! Discover how much air
you breathe with each breath! Talk to your
friends using a homemade telephone! These funfilled activity books are packed with quick and easy
science experiments and creative doodling activities.

Sarah Wimperis

Sarah Wimperis

Quick Draw

rights sold
UK • D • Turkey •
Taiwan • India

T

his series of books, written and illustrated
by celebrated figurative artist Sarah
Wimperis, gives you a great introduction
to the techniques needed to develop your
drawing skills. The step-by-step instructions
and illustrations by Wimperis will show
you how to capture the mood, texture and
character of human figures and man-made
landscapes.
• Paperback
• 280 x 215 mm; 128pp
• Reading age 8–80

rights sold
UK • D

Hand Drawn Lettering

H

• Paperback
• 280 x 215 mm;
128pp
• Interest 8+

rights sold

Max Marlborough

and Drawn Lettering is a creative guide that shows
you how to use a variety of instruments, techniques,
and mediums to make words practically leap off the screen
or page. It is packed with step-by-step instructions and
inspirational examples from a diverse range of sources. It
explains how to copy, adapt, create, and draw letters ranging
from historically inspired to quirky doodled freeform designs.

UK • US
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Colouring on the Go

T

hese luxurious, handbag-sized colouring
books have been designed for those
who want to find time for creativity in an
increasingly busy world. They provide a
creative way to relax and unwind, practise
mindfulness and increase focus and creativity.

Henu Studio

rights sold
UK • Mexico • D

Henu Studio

• Hardback
• 210 x 130 mm; 128pp
• Interest 8+

Colouring Books

Henu Studio

Henu Studio

Henu Studio

Henu Studio

Y
• Pad
• 280 x 215 mm; 128 pp
• Reading age 8–80

rights sold
UK • D • Mexico

our inner artist will
enjoy these colouring-in
books. Flowers, Dragons,
Mehndi and Tree of Life
provide a creative way to
relax and unwind, free the
mind, and increase focus
and creativity. The beautiful
line illustrations have been
carefully drawn so you can
colour in and personalise to
make them your own.

Art Colouring Book

Carolyn Scrace

• Paperback
• 375 x 280 mm; 64pp
• Reading age 8–80

Carolyn Scrace

T

hese bumper art sketchpads are the
perfect activity for artists of all ages
who enjoy drawing and colouring. Let
your creativity run wild as you fill in each
captivating page of collage. Instructions,
suggestions and explanations help you to get
the most from The Art Colouring Book.
Explore the pages designed for colouring in
and get experimental on the pages left for you
to add collage and colour to.

rights sold
UK • D • Mexico
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Alice Down the Rabbit Hole

C

Isobel Lundie

uriouser and curiouser… Journey with
Alice down the rabbit hole wherever it
may go in this charming, highly-detailed and
unique colouring book inspired by Lewis
Carroll’s beloved children’s classic Alice in
Wonderland. Each spread shows a different
section of the plunging depths of the hole
down which Alice follows the White Rabbit.
Also contains excerpts from Lewis Carroll’s
classic text.

• Paperback
• 250 x 250mm;
40pp
• Interest age 7+

rights sold
UK • D

Colouring by Numbers

R

elax and unwind with the Colouring by
Numbers book. Each of the 50 intricate
illustrations is divided into sections marked
with letters and numbers that correspond to
a colour key. By applying colours in the ways
directed, users will reveal the hidden images
of people, places and objects.
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• Flexibound
• 280 x 215 mm; 80pp
• Interest 8+

Isobel Lundie

24

50mystery pictures to colour
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Zen Doodling

72,OOO copi es sold!

Z

• Paperback
• 282 x 219 mm;
128pp
• Reading age: 8–80

Carolyn Scrace

en Doodling is terrific fun and a great
way to relax for all ages. Zen Doodling
not only releases creativity, the repetitive
nature of the designs focuses the mind
and encourages a sense of inner calm and
tranquillity, thereby aiding meditation.
It can be done anywhere, and needs no
special equipment. Surprise yourself with
how vibrant and exciting the results can
be. Packed with inspirational designs and
ideas, tips and projects, this book shows
how to create beautiful drawings that reflect
innovation, brilliance and infinite possibilities.

rights sold
UK • US • China

Draw, Pattern and Paint
Your Way to Mindfulness
• Paperback
282 x 219 mm;
128pp
• Interest 8+

Carolyn Scrace

D

raw, Pattern and Paint Your Way
to Mindfulness aids creativity and
mindfulness. It encourages readers to let their
imaginations roam free, drawing fantastical
landscapes inspired by dreams and the
unconscious, while also enjoying the Zenlike therapeutic benefits of intricate patternmaking.

rights sold
UK • US

Zen Doodling Inspiration

P

• Paperback
• 282 x 219 mm; 128pp
• Interest: 8+
• Step-by-step instructions

Carolyn Scrace

acked with inspirational designs and
ideas, tips and projects, this book
shows how to create beautiful drawings,
themed around the four elements of earth,
air, fire and water, that reflect innovation,
brilliance and infinite possibilities.

rights sold
UK • US • China
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Draw Your Dreams

Carolyn Scrace

D

Step-by-step projects to
unlock your inner creativity

raw Your Dreams explores how to
incorporate symbolism and imagery
from some of the most universallyexperienced dreams into the artistic process
to create stunning artwork that can bring
freedom, vitality, and therapeutic benefits
to the artist. Step-by-step illustrations and
clear, accessible text guide the reader along
the design process from thumbnail sketch to
finished artwork.

• Paperback
• 282 x 219 mm;
128pp
• Interest 8+

rights sold
UK • US

Zen Doodle Mandalas

Z

Carolyn Scrace

en Doodling Mandalas is designed to
enable you to get maximum enjoyment
and relaxation from Zen Doodling. Packed
with inspirational mandalas and bold,
exciting designs aimed to encourage creativity
and build artistic confidence. Special pages
incorporating washes and special effects
together with outlines of mandala designs all
ready to be Zen Doodled.

• Paperback
• 282 x 219 mm;
128pp
• Step-by-step
instructions
• Reading age: 8–80

rights sold
UK • US • China

Zen Doodle Origami
• Paperback
• 282 x 219 mm; 80pp
• Interest 11+
• 20 sheets of origami paper

Carolyn Scrace

T

his book combines the creative and
therapeutic craft of pattern making with
the amazing art of paper folding. Step-bystep instructions show how to fold origami
models and embellish them with stunning
Zen Doodled patterns. Let Zen Doodling
Origami enhance your world, release your
artistic talents, stimulate your imagination
and act as a focus for meditation.

rights sold
UK • US
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Through the Wall

T

his powerful graphic novel tells the
story of a giant wall separating two
civilisations: one of blue people and one of
yellow. Each side is forbidden to speak to the
other, because they are sworn enemies. One
day, a boy and a girl from opposite sides of
the wall meet and decide to break down the
boundaries that divide their peoples forever.
The debut graphic novel from Jonathan
Standing, this is a stunningly-illustrated story
with an important message about overcoming
prejudice and fear of the other.

Jonathan Standing

• Hardback
• 260 x 208 mm;
36pp

rights sold
UK • Korea • D
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The Long Lost Secret Diary of...

Tim Collins/ Isobel Lundie

Tim Collins / Sarah Horne

Tim Collins/ Isobel Lundie

Tim Collins/ Sarah Horne

Tim Collins/ Isobel Lundie

Tim Collins/ Isobel Lundie

Tim Collins/ Isobel Lundie

Tim Collins / Sarah Horne

‘Although easy to read, the
vocabulary is great and the plot
lines engaging – excellent reads for
developing readers.’
Library Girl and Book Boy blog

Tim Collins/ Sarah Horne

• Paperback
• 198 x 129 mm;
216pp
• Reading age 7+

Tim Collins/ Isobel Lundie

T

hese hilarious fictional diaries put us
inside the heads of hapless figures from
history struggling to carry out their roles
and getting things horribly wrong. Whether
it’s a nervous knight afraid to embark on a
quest or a pirate misplacing his plunder, these
accessible, irreverent and educational stories
will keep young readers laughing as they
learn not to fear making mistakes.

rights sold
UK • US • Turkey •
Netherlands

Illustration by Sarah Horne

71

Charles Dickons/John Malam/Penko Gelev

Robert Louis Stevenson/Fiona Macdonald/Penko Gelev

William Shakespeare/Kathy McEvoy/Penko Gelev

William Shakespeare/Ian Graham/Penko Gelev

Bram Stoker/Fiona Macdonald/Penko Gelev

Charlotte Brönte/Fiona Macdonald/Penko Gelev

Mark Twain/Tom Ratliff/Penko Gelev

Herman Melville/Sophie Furse/Penko Gelev

Classic Comix

72
Jonathan Swift/John Malam/Penko Gelev

Jules Verne/Jacqueline Morley/Li Sidong

Mary Shelley/Fiona Macdonald/Penko Gelev

graphic novels

salariya

ibrant full-colour artwork adds fresh
appeal to these classic tales. Speech
bubbles work with the main text to emphasise
and enhance the retelling. A running
glossary at the foot of each page helps young
readers with any challenging vocabulary
without disrupting their reading experience.

V
• Paperback
• 216 x 172 mm; 64 pp
• Interest 7+

rights sold

UK • US

WWW.SALARIYA.COM

Charles Dickens/Jacqueline Morley/Penko Gelev

Alexandre Dumas/Jim Pipe/Penko Gelev

Jack London/Tom Ratliff/Penko Gelev

Victor Hugo/Michael Ford/Penko Gelev

graphic novels

Scarlet Hood

S

• Hardback
• 250 x 162 mm
• 64 pages
GRAPHIC
FICtiON

FRANKEN
Mary Shelley / Fiona Macdonald / Isobel Lundie

STeIN
MAry SHELLEY
ILLUSTRATED BY ISOBEL LUNDIE

Illustration by Isobel Lundie

Mark Evans / Isobel Lundie

carlet is an ordinary girl who goes on
an extraordinary adventure when she
is given a hoodie by her grandmother that
allows her to travel back in time to the
age of the Vikings. Tasked with defeating
a terrifying dragon, Scarlet learns lessons
about self-esteem and courage that allow
her to deal with the problem of bullying in
her normal, everyday life. This is an exciting
and heartwarming graphic novel told with
simple, accessible language and charming,
highly-detailed illustrations that is sure to get
children hooked on reading.

rights sold
UK • D

Graphic Fiction

R

etellings of classic
horror novels in
modern English for young
readers, featuring stunning,
atmospheric illustrations,
author biographies and
explorations of the cultural
impact of the books.

• Hardback
• 248 x 160 mm; 64pp
• Reading age 9+
GRAPHIC FICTION FRANKENSTeIN

MARY SHELLEY
My dear
Frankenstein!
How glad I am
to see you!

A coach arrived, and my old
friend Henry Clerval was in it.

Elizabeth?

MOTHER!

I’ve quit my
job. I’m going to be
a student like you.
But, what’s wrong
Victor?
You look so thin
and pale!

Nightmares plagued me all night long.

Henry, I’m
so glad to
see you!

Wait here...

Nothing…
Let’s go to
my house.

rights sold
UK

I woke to see the
monster's huge, clumsy
hand reaching through
my bed curtains.

i ran from the
house, my heart
thumping wildly.

14

Thank goodness
the room is empty!

I walked the streets
of ingolstadt, not
daring to go back.

15

Illustration by Isobel Lundie
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The Shakespeare Plot

Alex Woolf

Alex Woolf

Alex Woolf

• Paperback
• 196 x 129 mm;
304pp
• Reading age 9+

T

o read or not to read? With a pulse-pounding historical thriller
like The Shakespeare Plot there’s really only one answer! Journey
back in time to Elizabethan London, a world of intrigue, skullduggery
and danger. Publishing in 2016 to coincide with the 400th
anniversary of the Bard’s death, The Shakespeare Plot is packed with
a heady Elizabethan atmosphere of political scheming, romance and
murder. The swiftly paced, suspenseful plot will keep young readers
on the edge of their seats while giving them an insight into many of
the historical events and personalities of Shakespeare’s England.

rights sold
UK • D

Ballet School

T

Fiona Macdonald / Annaliese Stoney

Fiona Macdonald / Annaliese Stoney

his engrossing new series of fiction titles
follows the fortunes of a working-class
student who has won a scholarship to a
prestigious ballet academy as they adjust to
their new life, form friendships, and prepare
for the end-of-year show. The exciting story
will enthrall young readers.

• Paperback
• 198x 129 mm;
208pp
• Reading age 7+

rights sold
UK • D
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Gladiator School

Dan Scott / Matteo Pincelli

Dan Scott / Matteo Pincelli

Dan Scott / Matteo Pincelli

Dan Scott / Matteo Pincelli

UK • D • France •
Quebec • Georgia
• Turkey

Dan Scott / Matteo Pincelli

rights sold

• Paperback
• 195 x 129 mm
• Book 1: 208pp
• Book 2: 224pp
• Book 3: 272pp
• Book 4: 288pp
• Book 5: 288pp
• Book 6: 288pp
• Reading age 9+

Dan Scott / Matteo Pincelli

I

ntroducing Gladiator School,
a series of novels set in a world
of blood, sweat and sand, heated
battles, fierce loyalty and fiercer
rivalry. Young Lucius’s privileged
life is changed forever when his
father, accused of being a traitor,
disappears and leaves his family
in shame and poverty. His brother
Quintus chooses to train as a
gladiator. Life for Lucius is now
among the slaves and criminals
who work and train at Rome’s
gladiator school.

Curse of the Speckled Monster

C

John Townsend

John Townsend

ephas Catchpole is an orphaned child
in the 18th century who finds himself
accidentally pronounced dead and buried
alive. When he’s inadvertently rescued by two
grave-robbing bodysnatchers, he is drawn
into their murky and dangerous underworld.
Packed with dastardly medical conspiracies,
murder and narrow escapes, this two-volume
novel is an atmospheric and exciting slice of
Dickensian fiction for young readers.

• Paperback
• 196 x 129 mm;
• Reading age 7+

rights sold
UK
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John Townsend / Isobel Lundie

John Townsend / Isobel Lundie

John Townsend / Isobel Lundie

John Townsend / Isobel Lundie

Shivers

E

• Paperback
• 198x 129 mm;
128pp
• Reading age 7+

ach title in this series features 10
illustrated short stories themed around
spooky hauntings or swashbuckling
piracy. Stories told in prose, poetry and
plays introduce young readers to the
conventions of these different forms.

rights sold
UK • D

Iron Sky

Alex Woolf Alex Woolf / Matthew Laznicka

Alex Woolf / Matthew Laznicka / Mark Bergin

T

• Hardback
• 196 x 129 mm; 280pp
• Reading age 11+
• 4 Full-colour gatefolds
• Illustrated endpapers
• Dust jacket with foiling
• Head and tail bands
• Embossed

rights sold
UK • China • D

76

• Paperback
• 196 x 129 mm; 385pp
• Reading age 11+

he year is 1845. Since Napoleon’s famous
victory at Waterloo, France and Britain
have been locked in a long and bloody war for
global supremacy.
These breathtaking steampunk adventures
introduce an alternative 19th century of giant
airships soaring through the skies above the
English Channel, fantastical, steam-powered
automata, aerial steam carriages, floating cities,
giant mechanical birds and a new kind of
secret agent.
Welcome to a steam-driven past that never
was and a future that could never be – the world
of Iron Sky.

Collector’s
hardback
edition

See the video on our Youtube channel
www.youtube.com/user/BookHouse100
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• Paperback
• 198x 129 mm;
128pp
• Reading age 9+
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vil Eye is a skin-tingling and spooky new
fiction series from acclaimed writer Alex
Woolf, filled with suspense, drama and scares
that will entertain and thoroughly creep out
young readers!
In Book One, Marianne’s father has
disappeared while researching an alleged
haunting at Cragstone Castle in Scotland.
Marianne decides to investigate. Reluctantly
she accepts the help of Koby, whose mother
vanished at the same time.
In Book Two, their search for their
missing parents leads Marianne and Koby
to ‘Blood Beach’ in Cornwall, scene of a
notorious slaughter in 1863 when the crew
of a shipwreck were set upon by cannibals
living in the caves. After enduring a terrifying
encounter in the caves, Marianne and Koby
learn of a sailor who survived the massacre
and they follow his trail to London.

c

Alex Woolf

rights sold
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Dan Scott

Dan Scott

T

he thrillingly-told and stunningly-illustrated
historical adventure narratives in the Timeslip
series tell the stories of young volunteers, in a future
where much of the past has been erased, transported
through time via a machine and into the bodies of
figures from different historical periods in order to
learn what life was like as a Roman soldier, ice-age
hunter, Viking explorer, and an architects’ apprentice
in the Middle Ages. The atmospheric and detail-rich
accounts will enthral and educate young readers.

Dan Scott

Illustration by Sarah Horne
Dan Scott

• Paperback
• 196 x 129 mm; 96pp
• Reading age 7+

rights sold
UK
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